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Ensure MIPS Success and
Maximize Revenue

Azara Healthcare helps you maximize your Medicare reimbursements and avoid
the negative penalties from the Merit-Based Incentive Payment System (MIPS). Our
solutions help minimize workload and administrative burden, while enabling you to
improve your MIPS Composite Performance Score.
Depending on your readiness, Azara solutions can improve your scores in any one or
all four MIPS categories: Quality, Improvement Activities, Promoting Interoperability,
and Cost. Decades of healthcare measures and quality improvement experience
make Azara your ideal MIPS technology partner.

Ranked #1
MACRA & MIPS
Value-Based Care

PERFORMANCE
PERIOD

SUBMIT

FEEDBACK
AVAILABLE

ADJUSTMENT

2020
Performance Year

March 31, 2021*
Data Submission

July 1, 2021
Feedback

January 1, 2022
Payment Adjustment

• Performance period opens
January 1, 2020
• Closes December 31, 2020
• Clinicians care for patients and
record data during the year

• Deadline for submitting
data is March 31, 2021
• Clinicians are encouraged
to submit data early

*

Date differs for CMS Web
Interface and claims-based data
submission

• CMS provides performance
feedback after the data is
submitted
• Clinicians will receive
feedback before the start
of the payment year

• MIPS payment adjustments are
prospectively applied to each
claim beginning January 1, 2022

The lookback period is two years. Prepare in 2020 for payment adjustments in 2022.

Multiple EHR expertise

Azara’s CMS-certified Quality Registry platform assembles,
aggregates, tracks, and benchmarks MIPS reporting data
from even the most complex organization for all categories.
• Submit Quality data from multiple EHRs
• Submit registry measures from multiple EHRs
• Provide data completeness analysis per measure
• Perform split submission for Quality including both
registry and EHR-direct measures

Maximized reimbursement

Azara helps you earn every dollar that you qualify for in
reimbursement by submitting your data for any or all
categories as a group or on an individual level – whichever
yields the better results.

Ongoing monitoring for improved scores

Expert guidance

Azara works closely with you to determine measure
selection, performance optimization, and understand the
necessary data elements for success

Highest possible score

Azara helps you achieve the highest possible MIPS Score
by selecting your highest performing quality measures
against CMS performance thresholds

Eliminate the burden

Azara eliminates manual work and can save groups
literally weeks’ worth of admin time during the MIPS
submission period. CMS estimates the following times:
• 4 hours for every registry submission
• 3 hours for every EHR-direct submission

Continually track progress with Azara’s guided analytics
and intuitive dashboard so you can make targeted
improvements in time for your submissions
CAHPS® is a registered trademark of the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ).

Easier MIPS Management to Drive Exceptional
Clinical and Financial Results
Azara’s IgniteMIPS relieves the stressful administrative and time-consuming burden of MIPS overhead and turns your
focus toward performance improvement opportunities that drive value for your organization. Secure your success in
MIPS and use the program as a catalyst to establish a performance improvement discipline for value-based care that
your clinicians can appreciate — and adopt — for years to come.
IgniteMIPS manages every stage of the MIPS process, including eligibility, predictive analytics, monitoring, and submission. The IgniteMIPS solution provides an advanced, analytics-driven workflow that sets up your quality team and
clinicians to identify and act upon high-value actions that drive the best clinical and financial results.
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Take the guesswork out of performance

IgniteMIPS provides full transparency into your performance
data so you always know where you stand from an
organizational perspective down to the individual clinician
and measure, allowing you to avoid negative penalties.
• Monitor performance relative to organizational goals
and benchmarks
• Drill into performance details to reveal workflow and
training issues before it’s too late
• Identify opportunities to improve quality within
your organization
• Proprietary algorithms will identify top-performing
measures and opportunities that improve your
scores in any one or all four MIPS categories: Quality,
Improvement Activities, Promoting Interoperability,
and Cost

Get your clinicians engaged in MIPS

IgniteMIPS helps you engage and motivate clinicians by
aligning to your broader organizational objectives for MIPS
and value-based care.
• Set goals for quality measures that are important for
your organization and your clinicians
• Create measure sets to manage performance for
groups of specialists or departments
• Deliver intuitive and relevant scorecards your
clinicians will immediately understand and value
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Get the big picture for quality performance from
multiple EHRs

IgniteMIPS will assemble, aggregate, track, and
benchmark MIPS reporting data for a holistic picture
of quality performance across your organization:
• Compare performance rates at the TIN/group or
individual provider level
• Your clinical measure dashboard monitors and
regularly refreshes performance for CQM (registry)
and eCQM (EHR) measures
• See trending against benchmarks and goals
• Achieve an end-to-end reporting bonus
• Submission to CMS for any or all MIPS categories

Contact us for a free MPS consultation and start
maximizing your MIPS score today.

Empowering Healthcare
Transformation
Azara Healthcare is the leading provider of data-driven
analytics, quality measurement and reporting for the
Community Health and physician practice market. Azara
solutions empower more than 1,000 Community Health
Centers, physician practices, Primary Care Associations,
Health Center Controlled Networks, and clinically integrated
networks in 36 states to improve the quality and efficiency of
care for more than 25 million Americans through actionable
data.
Azara consistently earns accolades as a top population health
vendor by industry market intelligence firm KLAS Research
and was ranked number one in MACRA and MIPS Support
Technology for Value-Based Care by Black Book Research.
In December 2020, Azara Healthcare merged with the
population health division of SPH Analytics.
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